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ABSTRACT 

This paper concentrates on aircraft specific issues and impacts of utilizing a “C” band telemetry 

system on a new or existing instrumentation system.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Over the past 30 years increased complexity of military aircraft has dramatically increased 

required data rates for flight testing.  To exasperate this problem the DOD has lost use of parts of 

the RF spectrum allocated for flight test due to sell off to the commercial sector. This continues 

to be a problem with the National Broadband Initiative to “Re-Purpose” 500 MHz of spectrum 

for the broadband wireless industry. At the World Radio Conference (WRC) 2007, use of the 

“C” band 4.40-4.940 and 5.091-5.150 GHz was allocated to augment the existing frequency 

bands (i.e. “L” & “S” 1.4 - 2.4 GHz). There are many initiatives underway to take advantage of 

this newly acquired RF spectrum. There are also many technical issues that must be addressed in 

the engineering, manufacturing, and integration of “C” band equipment into aircraft and ground 

stations (i.e. transmitters, receivers, antennas, splitters, amplifiers, and cable etc.). This paper 

will address telemetry systems lessons learned, systems approach to airborne telemetry, design 

considerations and programmatic issues associated with utilizing the “C” band. It will also 

discuss current and future “C” band usage at NAWCAD Patuxent River, MD.    
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 BACKGROUND – L AND S BAND LESSONS LEARNED 

In determining the path forward with “C” band, it is useful to review lessons learned from the 

use of the “L” and “S” bands. While in use for over 50 years, it is surprising how many issues 

still arise with the use of  “L” and “S” bands for aeronautical telemetry. Some recent lessons 

learned compiled from experience of Air Vehicle Modification & Instrumentation (AVMI) 

NAWCAD Patuxent River, and the aircraft prime vendors (i.e. Boeing, Lockheed Martin, 

Northrop Grumman, Bell, and Sikorsky), are listed below:  

1) Lack of awareness and understanding of the IRIG-106 (Chapter 2 & Appendix A).  

2) Link analysis not performed or understood. 

3) Poor cable choices (i.e. small diameter cable which is easy to install but has much higher 

loss than large diameter cable) and  poor workmanship on RF connectors.  

4) Antenna placement (i.e. Interference from production RF sources).  

5) PCM data not randomized (i.e. long strings of 1’s & 0’s cause data dropouts), spectrum 

analyzer not utilized to verify TM signal 99% bandwidth.  

To mitigate these common TM problems, AVMI developed formal & practical (lab) telemetry 

training and procedures. These procedures and training must all be updated for the use of C 

Band. However, first the characteristics of C band telemetry must be determined.  

Many of the issues listed above are directly the result of not taking a complete systems view of 

the telemetry system. To have a viable telemetry system, you must have a complete 

understanding of the entire system, both the airborne and ground based components. At most 

DOD facilities and aircraft prime vendors, the aircraft instrumentation and ground station 

personnel do not work in the same organization. Because of this fact, and cultural differences 

between organizations, a thorough system view of the telemetry system is not always realized or 

appreciated. The airborne instrumentation organization makes sure they have appropriate RF 

energy from the antenna and can lock up the PCM on a ground cart. At  that point they are done 

and the ground station takes over. The assumption is made, “if we have appropriate RF at the 

cart, the  ground station can acquire the signal”. It is surprising how often in the design and 

checkout that the entire telemetry system (transducer to strip chart) is not considered. Often 

when a problem occurs, the aircraft personnel assume it’s a ground station problem, and the 

ground station personnel assume it’s an aircraft problem.  Figure 1.0 is an example of a typical 

telemetry system. 
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Figure 1.0 Typical Telemetry System 

In the engineering of an airborne telemetry system all requirements must be completely 

understood.  A link analysis on the ENTIRE system (airborne and ground station) must be 

performed to baseline design requirements. The Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) for the desired data 

quality is a function of the modulation method, data type, data bandwidth, and receiver. A 

conservative SNR is 12 dB to achieve a BER of 10
-5

. So the goal in system design is to have a 

link margin greater than12 dB to ensure a quality signal is received at the ground station.  

 

The link margin calculation needs to be performed for each aircraft integration, because the RF 

losses can vary greatly depending on the aircraft type, size, location of antennas, transmitter, etc.  

 

In most cases the ground station equipment is fairly consistent. However in ground stations that 

support multiple flights simultaneously, equipment allocations can be changed mid flight 

depending on demands of the day. For example: An 8 foot dish receive antenna, has a much 

higher gain than a 4 foot dish antenna. This would have a significant impact on the overall 

system link margin.  
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Link Margin Calculation: The predicted signal is equal to transmitter power - cable loss  

+ transmitting antenna gain - path loss - multipath loss - atmospheric attenuation + receiving 

system antenna gain. The predicted noise is equal to Boltzmann's constant + receiving system 

temperature + receiver IF bandwidth (all quantities in dB). Combining the receiving system 

antenna gain and noise temperature into one term (G/T), we get the following equation for 

predicted SNR:  

SNR= PT - LC + GT - Lp - LM - LA + G/T – kB 

PT = Transmitter Power 

 LC = Cable and connector loss between the transmitter and transmitter antenna  

GT = Gain of the transmitting antenna 

 Lp = Path loss in dB 

LM = Estimated multipath loss in dB      

LA = Estimated atmospheric loss in dB 

G/T = The receiving system figure of merit in dBi per degree Kelvin 

  kB = Boltzman’s constant times the equivalent noise power bandwidth 

 

Staying mindful of these lessons learned, AVMI established a goal and plan for implementing  

“C” band telemetry.  

 

AVMI’s GOAL FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF  C BAND TELEMETRY 

 

Uncertainty of frequency allocations for flight test programs is driving airborne telemetry 

systems design. A design approach for maximum flexibility is required. Telemetry transmitters 

need to be interchangeable between L, S, and C band with no modifications to the aircraft. 

Ideally, cabling, antennas, and RF power splitters would also provide sufficient performance in 

all bands without modification to the aircraft.  
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“C” BAND TELEMETRY SYSTEM DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

Transmitters: The following specifications should be evaluated when choosing a transmitter: 

Physical size, RF power, operating voltage, operating current, modulation method, encryption 

certification requirements, data interface (PCM and clock), cockpit controls, frequency 

adjustment method, and heat dissipation requirements. Overheating of the transmitter is the most 

common cause of transmitter failure. When evaluating heat dissipation, consider the following: 

Surface area where the transmitter will be mounted, location on aircraft (i.e. environmentally 

controlled bay, cooling air only active while engines are turning etc.), use of heat sink, use of a 

fan, flight clearance issues with any of these heat dissipation methods. “C” band transmitters are 

not as efficient as “L” & “S” band, therefore “C” band transmitters generate more heat. A 

detailed thermal analysis for aircraft integration should be performed, as well as lab testing in a 

temperature chamber. The instrumentation engineer needs to understand the thermal limits of the 

system. For example, an aircraft on the ground, refueling and waiting to take off can be exposed 

to ambient ground temperatures in excess of 110 Degrees F. How long can the transmitter 

operate under these conditions without exceeding the manufacture’s specified temperature 

limits?   

Cabling: There are many choices for cables that can be utilized in aircraft TM system integration. 

The following specifications need to be evaluated on a case by case basis for each installation: 

Cable diameter, impedance, loss over specific frequency bands, EMI shielding effectiveness, 

weight, bend radius, connector types available, temperature, etc.  

A comparison was performed with Multiband cable used in all new aircraft TM integrations at 

NAWCAD, and legacy TM cable still installed in many active flight test aircraft. 
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For completeness, here is a review of a, “Typical Airborne TM link analysis”  
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↓
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0.48 Watts

↑

↓ 25 Feet

1 Foot

10% 0.943844 →

Watts -0.091 dB/ft

       → 9.438435
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90% 8.494592 -0.091 dB/ft

Watts →
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↓
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dB/ft
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-0.15 dB

-0.18 dB

 

Figure 2.0 Typical Airborne TM System Link Analysis 
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Using this “Typical Airborne TM Link Analysis”, the following was calculated for a C Band 

implementation.  

Multi Band Cable 

Freq Band

Cable Loss/Ft                       

(0.184 in. Dia Cable)            

Thermax 930-OG

Cable Loss/Ft                       

(.488 in.  Dia Cable)       

Thermax 930-OK Upper Antenna Lower Antenna

"L" 0.134 dB 0.049 dB 0.63 Watts 5.34 Watts

"S" 0.165 dB 0.059 dB 0.58 Watts 4.88 Watts

"C" 0.251 dB 0.091 dB 0.47 Watts 3.84 Watts

 

Legacy Cable 

Freq Band

Cable Loss/Ft                       

(0.170 in. Dia Cable)     

RG-303

Cable Loss/Ft                       

(.390 in.  Dia Cable)             

RG-393 Upper Antenna Lower Antenna

"L" 0.162 dB 0.093 dB 0.49 Watts 3.94 Watts

"S" 0.203dB 0.118 dB 0.42 Watts 3.29 Watts

"C" 0.326 dB 0.205dB 0.25 Watts 1.75 Watts

 

The data above illustrates that the losses in the “C” band for both cable types is higher than the 

“L” & “S” bands. Particularly concerning is the RG-393 cable which has a loss factor 2.25 times 

higher when compared to the multiband Thermax 930-OK used in the “C” band. Because of the 

high losses in the legacy cable, an aircraft currently using the “L” or “S” bands would not be able 

to convert to the “C” band without changing the TM cabling in the aircraft. For an active flight 

test aircraft this can be quite a challenge, depending on the cable run in the aircraft, a 

modification down time could be as much as 4-6 weeks. 

Antennas: The following specifications should be evaluated when choosing an airborne antenna: 

Frequency range, polarization, gain, maximum power, VSWR, physical size, impedance, 

radiation pattern, material, ground plane requirements. The mounting location needs to be 

carefully considered to account for interference with production aircraft RF sources. Current 

flight test programs have specially designed conformal antennas to ensure minimal impact to the 

airflow on the skin of the aircraft. The conformal antennas also minimize impact to the aircraft’s 

radar cross section (RCS) signature. These antennas currently only support one band, either the 

“L” or “S” band. To design conformal antennas to operate in the “C” band would be a costly 

endeavor. The goal of utilizing multiband antennas may be difficult to achieve. Preliminary 

evaluation of antenna patterns indicates performance degradation compared to dedicated single 

band antennas. More investigation needs to be done in this area.  
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RF Splitters: The following specifications should be evaluated when choosing an airborne RF 

Splitter: Power split ratio (i.e. 90/10, 75/25 etc.), frequency range, insertion loss, VSWR, 

maximum power input, and physical size. Mounting of the RF splitters in the aircraft should 

account for maximum permitted bend radius of RF cable on the input and outputs of the splitter. 

Electromagnetic Interference: EMI is a serious concern for all aircraft integrations. This is a 

complex problem that is different for each test platform. Several key factors need to be 

evaluated: Antenna placement, proximity to production systems, frequency bands of production 

systems, maximum RF power of production systems. EMI from a production system can cause 

degradation of the telemetry data. More of a concern is that telemetry data can interfere with 

production system operation, possibly degrading flight critical systems, posing a safety concern. 

Because of these safety concerns, EMI testing is required on each platform integration utilizing 

“C” band telemetry prior to a flight clearance being issued. This process can have a significant 

impact on a program’s budget and schedule. 

Test Equipment: Before moving into the “C” band, evaluate your test equipment to ensure it is 

capable of operating in the 4-6 GHz range. At a minimum, the following equipment is required 

to validate a “C” band telemetry system: Spectrum analyzer, telemetry receiver, low loss cable, 

& RF power meter. 

PROGRAMMATIC ISSSUES MOVING TO THE “C” BAND 

As telemetry engineers, we frequently forget the Programatic Issues associated ith the 

introduction of a new technology. Often these Programmatic issues can prove to be more 

difficult to overcome than technical issues. Unfortuantely converting a legacy flight test aircraft 

to a “C” band telemetry system is not just a swap of the transmitters. In most cases it will require 

new cabling and antennas.  Depending on the installation, this could take from a few days to 

several weeks. This affects program schedules and budgets. Most flight test programs operate 

under extremely tight schedules 24hrs/7 days a week. Scheduling time on the aircraft for multi-

day modifications is extremely difficult. Typical program pushback:  

 Why should my program make this change?  

 Why does the latest fighter jet test program dominate the “L” band usage? Make them 

move! 

 Who is going to pay for this?  

 What happens if I don’t do anything?  

 What are the TM rules and guidelines that drive frequency allocation decisions? 

  What guarantees do I have that “C” band will work as well as the “L” or “S” bands?  

 What testing has been done?  

 What programs of record are using “C” band telemetry?   

 Does the “C” band interfere with any production equipment on my aircraft? 
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CURRENT/PLANNED USE OF “C” BAND AT NAWCAD PATUXENT RIVER, MD 

AVMI is currently utilizing a “C” band telemetry system for carrier suitability testing. This 

project was chosen to utilize “C” band telemetry for the following reasons: “L” band usage for 

this test could not be scheduled; the legacy telemetry system used a non-adjustable “L” band 

transmitter, the carrier suitability instrumentation system is self contained, and integration had 

minimal impact to the aircraft. The telemetry receiving van is parked on the side of the runway, 

approximately 100 Ft from the aircraft during the critical data collection events (i.e. arrestments 

and catapults). NAWCAD and the Air force Flight Test Center (Edwards) have both successfully 

conducted limited “C” band flight tests. Based on this rationale, the use of the “C’ band was 

considered a moderate risk to the program.  

AVMI is planning to modify the carrier suitability instrumentation systems utilized on multiple 

aircraft based on the successful use of “C” band on the first system. 

AVMI is currently integrating “C” band telemetry systems into a helicoptor and jet. The 

helicoptor will be transmitting data in the “L” and “C” band for comparison purposes. Both 

aircraft will be test beds utilized to support multiple “C” band related flight test events. The data 

obtained from these aircraft will be used as risk reduction for the developmental/operational test 

squadrons at NAWCAD. A helicopter and jet were specifically chosen to satisfy each 

community’s concern over using the “C” band. Flight tests are scheduled to take place in 

July/August 2011. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

The loss of telemetry spectrum will continue to be a challenge for the foreseeable future. The 

efficient use of the “L”, “S”, and “C” bands will require aircraft instrumentation organizations to 

design systems that are flexible in all frequency bands while minimizing impacts to aircraft 

modifications. Availability of the “C” band provides welcome relief to congestion in the “L” and 

“S” bands; however one should be aware of all the technical tradeoffs and impacts before 

transitioning to the “C” band. Flight test organizations must develop policies to ensure the fair 

efficient use of the spectrum. As more organizations utilize the “C” band, lessons learned will 

emerge, sharing of this information will be critical to the future of flight testing.  Lastly, the 

technical and operational issues associated with the change to “C” Band will most likely pale in 

comparision to the programmatic challenges of getting  programs to embrace the new spectrum.  
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